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HOMAGE TO A GREAT SCHOLAR AND TEACHER

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satya Vrat Shastri

(29.09.1930 - 14.11.2021)

We, the members of this Institute express our deep grief at the

demise of our Revered Prof. Satya Vrat Shastriji, an internationally

renowned scholar in Sanskrit and Indian Philosophy. Shastriji was a

prolific writer. His works include Ramayana in South East Asia, Kalidasa

Studies, Glimpses of History of Sanskrit Literature, Chanakya Niti,

Human Values, and Sanskrit Studies: New Perspectives. He was the

recipient of several honours and awards, national and international,

including Padma Bhushan, Jnanpeeth Award and President of India

Certificate of Honour. Shastriji was not only an eminent scholar but

also a great human being. He was always a source of inspiration and

guidance for all of us. Shastriji was on the advisory board of our

Research Journal. Our Institute has been greatly benefited by Shastriji's

valuable advice. We cherish the memory of Shastriji's visit to this

Institute a few years ago.

We pay our respectful homage to the great scholar and pray God

that his soul may rest in everlasting peace.

For Sukrtindra Oriental Research Institute

Dr. V. Nithyanantha Bhat

Hon. Director

.
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Indian Aestheticians

Dr. V. Nithyanantha Bhat

It would be interesting to note Sri Aurobindo's remarks
about Indian aesthetics found in the Chapter on "Religion and
Spirituality" of his book The Foundations of Indian Culture:
"The system of Indian ethics liberalized by the catholicity of
the ancient mind did not ban or violently discourage the
aesthetic or even the hedonistic being of man in spite of a
growing ascetic tendency and a certain high austerity of the
summits. The aesthetic satisfactions of all kinds and all grades
were an important part of the culture. Poetry, drama, song,
dance, music, the greater and lesser arts were placed under
the sanction of the Rishis and were made instruments of the
spirit's culture."

1

Indian Aestheticians

Profuse amount of Literature connected with Art and
Aesthetics has been produced by Indian aestheticians. These
masters have given vision and insights in regard to different
problems in art and aesthetics. . . . According to them all fine
arts were related to one another and no single art can be
practised in isolation.
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Highlighting the uniqueness of Indian Aesthetics,
Shatavadhani Dr. R. Ganesh says: "Indian Aesthetics bridges
matter and spirit through its unique way of looking at art and
its experience: the reality of the world and the spiritual reality
of the Self are integrated by means of aesthetic reality (i.e.
¡h¡ryasatt¡ or ¡kalpasatt¡). In the same way, material
enjoyment and spiritual enjoyment are bridged through
transcendental aesthetic enjoyment (brahm¡sv¡da-sahodara).
Indian Aesthetics concerns itself with the contemporaneity of
emotions as against its western counterpart, which bases itself
on the contemporaneity of events. This makes Indian
Aesthetics material---independent."

2
 In Pur¡¸as like Agni

pur¡¸a and ViÀ¸udharmottara pur¡¸a, there are references to
different arts and their relationship.

Indian aesthetics is a unique philosophical and spiritual
point of view on art, architecture and literature. In
Indian aesthetics, a rasa ('juice' or 'essence') denotes an
essential mental state and is the dominant emotional theme
of a work of art or the primary feeling that is evoked in the
person that views, reads or hears such a work. The concept
of rasa is fundamental to many forms of Indian art including
dance, music, musical theatre, cinema and literature. But the
treatment, interpretation, usage and actual performance of a
particular rasa differs greatly between different styles.

The theory of rasa is attributed to Bharata, a sage-priest
who may have lived sometime between the 1st century bce
and the 3rd century. The principal human feelings, according
to Bharata, are delight, laughter, sorrow, anger, energy, fear,

8



Indian Aestheticians 2

disgust, heroism, and astonishment, all of which may be recast
in contemplative form as the various rasas: erotic, comic,
pathetic, furious, heroic, terrible, odious, marvellous, and
quietistic. These rasas comprise the components of aesthetic
experience.

Fundamental Concepts in Indian Aesthetics

The fundamental concept in Indian Aesthetics is most
widely associated with the concept of Ënanda, (ecstasy, joy).
Ënanda in Indian context is much more than the concept of
joy in western aesthetics. It is not an escape from reality
according to the idealist philosophy of Ved¡nta.

Indian aestheticians

The following are the prominent Indian Aestheticians:

Bharata

Bharata, well-known as Bharata Muni was an ancient
Indian theatrologist. He is considered the father of Indian
theatrical art forms. He is dated between 1500 BCE and
1400 CE, but estimates vary between 1000 BCE and
2000 CE. Bharata's magnum opus the N¡tya á¡stra, is a
theoretical treatise on ancient Indian dramaturgy and
histrionics, especially Sanskrit theatre. It has influenced dance,
music and literary traditions in India. It is also notable for
its aesthetic "Rasa" theory, which asserts that entertainment
is the desired effect of performing arts but not the primary
goal. The primary goal is to transport the individual in the
audience into another parallel reality, full of wonder, where

9
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he experiences the essence of his own consciousness and
reflects on spiritual and moral questions.

K. Krishnamoorthy observes that, "in Bharata's perceptive
and illuminating analysis, the raw material of art and life which
it tries to improve upon is none other than the mental world
of man bristling with feelings, emotions and sentiments driving
him to activity all the time. But the actual passions in the
world are not artistic in themselves. Mental states in life are
accompanied with their pleasures and pains. However, when
an artist turns to them he puts them into a pattern of his own
making in his imagination, a pattern which never existed on
earth. Only these patterned mental states, obeying a law of
creative genius or imagination, deserve to be technically called
bhavas. The process of creative imagination itself is bhavana
which is tantamount to aesthetic sensibility. This is the first
pre-requisite as much of the playwright as of the spectator
(bhavaka or rasika)."

3
 Bharata observes that there is no rasa

without bh¡va; nor any bh¡va without rasa. In staging, success
depends on their mutual involvement.

Bhamaha

Bhamaha (7th century) was a well-known Sanskrit
poetician who took up the task of formulating the rule of
poetry.  He is noted for writing a work K¡vy¡la´k¡ra. In it
He defines k¡vya and describes the qualifications of a good
poet. He held that literary composition, however laudable, does
not qualify to be called as k¡vya if it is devoid of
embellishment.  He held that vakrokti, oblique expression, is

10



the core of ala´k¡ra in poetry. He thought that only through
Vakrokti can ala´k¡ra be made possible.

Bhamaha declares his intention of formulating the rules
relating to ala´k¡ra or beauty in k¡vya or poetry. He mentions
that "the good poetry results in proficiency in the values of
life as well as in the arts, besides bringing fame and joy. In
his opinion erudition in the different branches of learning
without a poetic gift is of no avail. . . . For the first time
in the history of Sanskrit poetics, Bhamaha extols the singular
glory of Pratibha or poetic intuition, in words which mark the
province of poetry as distinct from that of scientific writing.
Even a dullard may become learned in a branch of science,
thanks to the teacher's instruction but not so in poetry. The
latter is a spontaneous overflow found in a gifted few. While
wealth and other worldly things are ephemeral, poetry has an
immortality about it. A poet lives as long as his fame lasts."

4

According to Bhamaha the source material for poetry are
grammar, metre, lexicon, traditional myths and legends,
worldly wisdom, logic and fine arts.

Vamana

Vamana is a renowned aesthetician who contributed
substantially to the ala´k¡ra ¿¡stra in Sanskrit. He investigated
into the nature of a k¡vya and formulated the theory of R¢ti.
Vamana's K¡vy¡la´k¡ra S£tra is considered as the first
attempt at evolving a philosophy of literary aesthetics. He
regarded that r¢ti is the soul of K¡vya. Vamana emphasized
the prime importance of the poetic or style (r¢ti) in poetry.
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According to Vamana, if a poet is to be equipped to write
poetry, "he must know the ways of the world, must be
proficient in grammar, lexicography, metrics, arts, erotics and
polity. He should have acquaintance with the compositions of
other great poets, apply himself seriously at composing verses,
wait upon seniors of superior knowledge, exercise caution and
deliberation in the insertion and removal of words, be able
to concentrate, and last and the most important, be endowed
with imagination, the latent, potent and intuitive gift."

5

Vamana regarded that r¢ti is the soul of K¡vya. He presented
his formulations in the form of S£tras.

Dandin

Dandin (7th---8th century)  was one of the brilliant writers
in Sanskrit who was well-versed both in prose and poetry.
In his famous work K¡vy¡dar¿a, Dandin gives a new
orientation to the science of poetics. He recognizes the two
aspects of poetry as ¿abda (words) and (artha), and defines
k¡vya ¿ar¢ra (body of poetry) as a "series of words charactered
by desired meaning." In K¡vy¡dar¿a he argues that a poem's
beauty is derived from its use of rhetorical devices. Dandin
is regarded unparalleled in matters of technical skill and
brilliance of style. Dandin was interested in the study of varied
¿¡stras such as science, astrology, astronomy, arts and
architecture.

The K¡vy¡dar¿a is considered as the earliest surviving
systematic treatment of poetics in Sanskrit.

12



Anandavardhana

Anandavardhana (c. 820---890 CE) was the author of
Dhvany¡loka, a work articulating the philosophy of "aesthetic
suggestion" (dhvani, vyaµjan¡). Anandavardhana is credited
with creating the dhvani theory. He wrote that dhvani (meaning
sound, or resonance) is the "soul" or "essence" (¡tman) of
poetry (k¡vya)." "When the poet writes," said Anandavardhana,
"he creates a resonant field of emotions." To understand the
poetry, the reader or hearer must be on the same "wavelength."
The method requires sensitivity on the parts of the writer and
the reader.

P.V. Kane remarks that "the Dhvany¡loka is an epoch-
making work in the history of Alamk¡ra literature."
Anandavardhana is hailed as the doyen of Indian aestheticians
by scholars both ancient and modern. His work Dhvany¡loka
provides for the first time an insight into the secret of poetic
beauty. K. Krishnamoorthy describes Anandavardhana's
concept of poetic criticism: "According to Anandavardhana,
intelligent criticism or even right understanding of poetry is
given only to a few. Neither a mastery over grammar nor a
knowledge of lexicons can ensure it. Critical taste is as rare
as creative genius itself. In fact the two gifts are virtually the
twin facets of one ability: a true poet and an ideal critic share
in common the gift of imagination (pratibha) or aesthetic
sensibility. Hence the ideal critic is called sah¤daya or rasika;
if the poet creates poetry, the critic recreates it in his
imagination and enjoys it. Hence the meaning of poetry can
be understood and analysed only by men of taste and mere
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philosophers have no place or voice in discussing artistic
beauty. That is why sahridayaloka is another title of the
Dhvany¡loka."

6

Rajashekhara

Rajashekhara (10th century) was another Indian
aesthetician. He was a poet and dramatist who occupies a
distinctive place in the history of Sanskrit literature. He began
his career as a court poet of the great Pratihara king
Mahendrapala of Kanauj. Later he rose to the position of
Kaviraja in the reign of Mahendrapala's son and successor.
Rajashekhara's major work on poetics K¡vyam¢m¡msa
contains information on several topics useful for aspiring poets.
Rajashekhara wrote K¡vyam¢m¡msa between 880 and 920 CE.
The work is essentially a practical guide for poets that explains
the elements and composition of a good poem. Rajashekhara
is most noted for Karp£ramaµjar¢, a play written in Shauraseni
Prakrit.

Abhinavagupta

Abhinavagupta (c. 950---1016) was a philosopher, mystic
and aesthetician from Kashmir. He was also considered an
influential musician, poet, and dramatist. He approaches the
problems of aesthetics in the context of drama and poetry, from
the historical, psychological, logical and philosophical points
of view. Regarding Abhinavagupta's analysis of aesthetic
experience, Kanti Chandra Pandey observes, "Abhinavagupta
analyses aesthetic experience into different levels of sense,
imagination, emotion, catharsis and transcendency each of

14



which leads to what follows and allocates each of the various
conceptions of aesthetic experience at a separate level."

7
 His

analysis begins at the sense level. The second level is
imaginative. The next level is emotive level where the emotion
of the spectator is aroused. The fourth level is the cathartic
level where the high emotion makes the spectator forget
himself and raises him to the level of the universal. "At this
level, the emotive experience is completely freed from all
objective reference as also from temporal and spatial relations,
which are due to limitations of the individual subject."

8
 The

final and the highest level of aesthetic experience, according
to Abhinavagupta, is that in which "the duality of subject and
object completely disappears through intense introversion and
utter disregard of the basic emotion. At this level basic emotion
sinks into the subconscious and the universalized subject
shines in its Ananda aspect. At this stage, there is the
experience of Paramananda, similar to that which a Yogin
experiences in Vyatirekha Turiyatita Samadhi, in which all
objectivity merges in the subconscious and the self alone
shines."

9

Mammata

Mammata Bhatta (11th century) was a Kashmiri Sanskrit
rhetorician noted for his text on poetics, the K¡vyaprak¡¿a.
Mammata is one of the most popular names in the field of
Indian literary criticism. His treatise on poetics K¡vyaprak¡¿a
has had an extensive and enduring influence over the Indian
mind. K¡vyaprak¡¿a can claim the distinction of having been
studied all over the country uninterruptedly, over the many
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centuries of its production. That a large number of
commentaries have been written on K¡vyaprak¡¿a is a
testimony for its immense popularity.

According to Critic V. Venkatachalam, Mammata's
K¡vyaprak¡¿a "reflects fully and truly the personality of
Mammata as a critic, a multi-faceted personality, which
combined robust judgement and spirited independence, width
of vision with a passion to synthesise, and above all, a genius
for spotting the strong and weak spots of literary creations
without allowing his artistic sensibilities to be smothered. .
. . an unbiased evaluation will readily concede that the credit
of giving a practical formulation and concrete form to the
ramifications of the doctrine of dhvani, which existed as
theories and abstractions in the Dhvanyaloka and Locana, will
always go to Mammata. The work of producing the final and
finished picture of the dhvani scheme should be put down as
Mammata's contribution to criticism."

10

Kuntaka

Kuntaka was one of the foremost aestheticians of ancient
India. His major work Vakroktij¢vita propounds a theory on
the import and importance of vakrokti and occupies a unique
position in the field of the ala´k¡ra s¡hitya. Vakroktij¢vita
is the exposition of the theory of vakrokti. Though theorists
in general considered vakrokti as one of the varieties of
ala´kara in poetry, Kuntaka recognized vakrokti as the very
life of poetry. As he considered Vakrokti as the j¢vita of
poetry, he named his work Vakroktij¢vita.

16



Mukunda Madhava Sharma observes that "Kuntaka was
inspired by Bhamaha who stated that the whole realm of poetic
expression was permeated with Vakrokti and developed the
theory that vakrokti is the essence (jivita) of poetry. Vakrokti
is a mode of expression which becomes superior to the
ordinary matter of fact expression by virtue of possessing
strikingness (Vaichitrya). In other words vakrokti is an
imaginative term of words and ideas (vaidagdhya-bhangi-
bha¸iti)."

11

Bhoja

Bhoja was a King. But his royalty was not a major aspect
of his greatness. He shot himself into fame by his own merit
as an extraordinarily talented man. He was a great scholar,
poet, critic, scientist, thinker, and a humanist. He was famous
for the generous patronage extended by him to poets, artists
and men of learning. Bhoja was a prolific writer. He is said
to have authored about thirty works which include the well-
known voluminous works such as á¤´g¡raprak¡¿a on Poetics
and Samar¡´ga¸a S£tradh¡ra on architecture and engineering.
The most important contribution of Bhoja to Indian poetics
is his theory that ¿¤´g¡ra is the one and the only rasa. Bhoja
has devoted a major part of his work á¤´g¡raprak¡¿a to
highlight his findings and to reorient the traditional ideas
centering around rasa to his scheme of thought.

The following is a part of the paraphrase of two of the
ten opening Verses from á¤´g¡raprak¡¿a presented by V.
Venkatachalam, which according to him present the final
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upshot of  Bhoja's á¤´g¡ra theory: "Wise men of old have
spoken of ten rasas; but we affirm that sringara alone is the
rasa, since it alone is of the essential nature of bliss or aesthetic
delight; vira, adbhuta and others are rasas only by courtesy.
Their recognition as rasas is nothing more than a popular
obsession. Its universal circulation, has invested it with an air
of respectability; that is all. Its credentials are highly suspect.
. . . Our effort in this work will be to disabuse the popular
mind of this erroneous idea about rasa."

12

Mahima Bhatta

Mahima Bhatta is the author of Vyaktiviveka, which
means a critique of suggestion, theory propounded by
Anandavardhana. Another work of his Tattvoktiko¿a, in which
he gave an exposition of the nature of imagination, is lost to
us. Vyaktiviveka, propounds the theory of inference in
aesthetics. Mahima Bhatta combines erudition with rare
aesthetic sensibility. He believed that art is an imitation of
reality. Like Anandavardhana, Mahima Bhatta subdivides the
poetic meaning into three types such as vasu, ala´k¡ra, and
rasa, According to him the first two types can be directly
presented, but the last is only inferable, R. C. Dwivedi sums
up Mahima Bhatta's theory thus: "Rasa is essentially a
reflection of sthayin, inferred from the artistically presented
cause; aesthetic experience (rasasvada) is the inferential
consciousness, non-empirical in nature, of a basic mental state
that shines in an aesthete in consequence of awareness of the
vibh¡va, etc., and when it is so, the situation, (vibh¡va) etc.,
and rasa must be considered to be conjoint like smoke and

18



fire. His thesis has advanced two important points: (i) the
aesthete  experiences rasa only cognitively and not effectively,
(ii) and that there is a temporal sequence not only in the
apprehension of what suggestion and what is suggested, but
also in the experience of a sthayin from the situation etc.,
because both are in variably related as cause and effect."

13

Viswanatha

Viswanatha Kaviraja, another eminent aesthetician, is
well-known for his work on poetics---S¡hityadarpa¸a. This
work which contains all the essential tenets of Rhetorics,
occupies a unique place in the development of poetics in India.
Viswanatha was a leading exponent of dhvani school and he
established the rasa theory on a firm footing.

Viswanatha was not just prolific; he was equally versatile.
Apart from studying and researching aesthetics, he created a
number of literary works, in all the branches of literature -
-- poetry, prose, criticism, and drama. He wrote equally easily
in Sanskrit and Prakrit.

S¡hityadarpa¸a is Viswanatha's most famous work and
one of the most comprehensive works in Indian aesthetics.
Viswanatha, in S¡hityadarpa¸a, explicitly discusses all schools
and thoughts of Indian aesthetics, before arguing the
superiority of the dhvani school.

Jagannatha

Jagannatha (17th century) was a well-known aesthetician
who was endowed with a combination of two faculties---the
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critical and the creative. His most significant work is
Rasaga´g¡dhara which reveals "his mastery of logic, subtle
thinking, perspicuity of style, wonderful grasp and insight in
the ala´k¡ra¿astra."

14
 P. S. Ramachandrudu lists some of the

important points on which Jagannatha has expressed his
originality---"the definition of poetry, the assertion of the
supremacy of pratibh¡ (poetic genius or imagination), the four-
fold classification of poems, the new rasa theory, the new turn
that is given to the concept of gu¸as by accepting two sets
of them, the sound arguments that have been advanced while
explaining the class of dhvani or suggestion based on the
capacity of the word Sabdasaktimuladhvani, the discussion of
the primary and secondary significatory capacities of words,
abhidh¡ and lakÀa¸a, the definite shape and scope that is given
to many figures of speech (alaÆk¡ras) . . . "

15

According to S.N. Dasgupta "Jagannatha introduced the
use of the term 'Rama¸¢ya' in the sense of the beautiful. He
defined literature as that which brought out the sense of the
beautiful in a fit consonance of words and their meaning.
'Beautiful, according to him is that which induces a unique
feeling of pleasure which is different from all other joys and
therefore, has something of a transcendental element in it.
This extraordinary delight---not confined to the ordinary
utilitarian pleasure; it is absolutely beyond any personal joy
and personal emotion; it was universal."

16
 According to

Jagannatha the sense of the beautiful is essentially an
emotional sentiment known as 'rasa'---aesthetic pleasure
derived from literary and other types of art creation and
communication.

17

20



It is indeed great that India produced a succession of
brilliant thinkers who have formulated most of the fundamental
concepts of Aesthetics. Indian art evolved with an emphasis
on inducing special spiritual or philosophical states in the
audience, or with representing them symbolically.
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AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ and Ma¸id¢pik¡ -
A Comparative study

Dr. Rajeev P. P.

Introduction

Kerala has played a significant role in promoting Sanskrit
studies by creating a number of sublime literary works and
authoritative scientific treatises that have won high acclaim
in the world of scholarship. A.R. Rajaraja Varma is one of
the most eminent scholars of Kerala who lived in the 19th
and 20th centuries. He has contributed a lot to the Sanskrit
and Malayalam literature. He is a great scholar and
grammarian. In the early childhood itself A.R. began to write
poems in Sanskrit. He wrote works related to the various
branches of Sanskrit and Malayalam literature. Da¸·aka,
Mah¡k¡vya, Champ£, Stotra, N¡¶aka etc. are the different
branches in which he proved his ability. In addition to these
he wrote many works on ¿¡stras like JyotiÀa, Vy¡kara¸a etc.
On account of his unique contribution to Malayalam grammar,
in the form of the work, K®ralap¡¸in¢yaÆ, A.R. has won the
title "K®ralap¡¸ini."
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Ma¸id¢pik¡

Ma¸id¢pik¡ of A.R Raja Raja Varma is a work on
Sanskrit grammar written in Malayalam language.
K®ralap¡¸in¢yaÆ was meant only to give the knowledge of
Malayalam grammar and the Sanskrit grammar was completely
omitted. But later on he felt the necessity of writing
P¡¸in¢yaÆ in Malayalam. As a result he composed the
Ma¸id¢pik¡ with a view to throw light on the grammar of
Sanskrit for the purpose of those who are interested in the
study of Sanskrit for getting proficiency in Malayalam
language which abounds in Sanskrit words.

A.R Raja Raja Varma has given a significant title to his
work the Ma¸id¢pik¡. The knowledge of Sanskrit grammar
is necessary to understand the Sanskrit words in Ma¸iprav¡la.
In Ma¸iprav¡la many words are used with Sanskrit case-
endings. Forms in which there are no Sanskrit case-endings
there also in order to understand the real sense of the words
the knowledge of Sanskrit grammar is necessary. In
Ma¸iprav¡la the word 'Ma¸i' stands for Sanskrit and 'Prav¡la'
for Malayalam. The correct knowledge of these Prav¡las may
be got from K®ralap¡¸in¢ya. For getting the knowledge of
Ma¸i's A.R had written Ma¸id¢pik¡. As it lightens the Ma¸i's
it is called Ma¸id¢pika. A.R expresses his intention clearly
at the end of the text-

"Ma¸iprav¡lattil vila´´i¶unna

Ma¸iprabh®da´´al teliccuk¡¶¶¡n.

Kolittin®n d¢pikay°nniva¸¸aÆ.
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kelotta munyaÀ¶akad¢pikaiÀ¡".

"K¤taÅ pur¡ k®ralap¡¸in¢y®

yatnaÅ prav¡lasya vi¿°dhan¡y¡Æ.

ma¸®rvimar¿° ma¸id¢pik®yaÆ

ma¸iÆ prav¡laÆ ca vi¿°dhayaddhvaÆ."
1

AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ and Ma¸id¢pik¡

The Ma¸id¢pik¡ of A.R Rajaraja Varma is a work on
elementary Malay¡laÆ grammar based on the AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ of
P¡¸ini. This is a work on Malay¡laÆ grammar written in
Malay¡laÆ language. It is intended to impart the knowledge
of P¡¸iniyan grammar through a simple and easy method of
presentation. Ma¸id¢pik¡ helps the student to enter the s£tras
of P¡¸ini's AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ even without a teacher. The
AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ consists of about 4000 s£tras arranged in eight
chapters (adhy¡ya) of four quarters (P¡da) each. The number
of s£tras in the chapters or quarters varies in accordance with
the topic and organizational constraints.  But there are only
702 s£tr¡s in Ma¸id¢pik¡.

Ma¸id¢pik¡ explains the important principles of P¡¸in¢ya
in Malayalam. The text is divided in to four parts- ¿ikÀ¡k¡¸·a,
PariniÀ¶h¡k¡¸·a, Niruktak¡¸·a and ¡k¡´kÀ¡k¡¸·a. Finally
there is a Pari¿iÀ¶a in which the Dh¡tup¡¶ha, Padavyavasth¡,
Avyayasa´graha, Ga¸ap¡¶ha and Sattvavi¿®À°d¡hara¸apa¶¶ik¡
are given.

The first part of Ma¸id¢pik¡, the ¿ikÀ¡k¡¸·a, consists of
58 rules narrated in AnuÀ¶up verses. It is sub divided in to
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three sections namely Saµjµ¡prakara¸aÆ, ¿abdavibh¡gaÆ and
Sandhiprakara¸aÆ. The ¿ikÀ¡k¡¸·a begins with the descrip-
tion of letters. The AkÀaram¡l¡ is given on the model of
M¡h®¿varas£tras. Here A.R gives a table of letters in which
the alphabets of the language are shown as classified on the
basis of their place of articulation and the terms given to them.

The Saµjµ¡prakara¸a consists of nine rules wherein the
author deals with Saµjµ¡s like Vik¡ri, SandhyakÀaraÆ,
MadhyamaÆ, £Àman, Khara, Atikhara, M¤du, Gh°Àa, D¤·ha,
and ¿ithila. I, u, ¤ and l¤ are called Vik¡ri.

(Vik¡ri - saµjµam¡y¢¶umiyuvar¸am¤½kkaluÆ)
2
. ®, °, ai

and au are SandhyakÀaras (®, °, ai, au enna n¡luÆ
sandhyakÀarasam¡hvayaÆ)

3
 and there is no particular name for

the letter "a". The letters ya, va, ra and la are called
Madhyama. (Madhyam¡khyaÆ yavaralaÆ)

4
.  Only ¿a, Àa and

sa are called £Àman. (£Àm¡ ¿a Àa sa m£nnukal)
5
 In Ma¸id¢pik¡

the author separates "ha" from £Àman and  treats as separate
sound. It is treated as D¤·ha. But in P¡¸in¢ya grammar ha
is also treated as £Àman. (¿ala £Àm¡¸aÅ)

6
 The names of five

members of each Varga are Khara, Atikhara, M¤du, Gh°Àa
and Anun¡sika respectively.

(kharaÆ pinn¢atikharaÆ m¤dugh°À¡nun¡sikaÆ.

ennu vargattinaµcinnuÆ muraykk®yancu var¸am¡Æ).
7

In Ma¸id¢pik¡ "ha" and the initial four letters of each
Varga, are termed D¤·ha. (Vargattil¡din¡l£Àm¡vuÆ
d¤·hasam¡hvayaÆ)

8
. Anusv¡ra and Madhyama are called
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¿ithila. (PaµcamaÆ madhyamaÆ ra¸·uvakayuÆ
¿ithil¡bhidhaÆ)

9
 All the Saµjµ¡s are not given in this

prakara¸a. But they are given, where they become necessary.

The second sub division of ¿ikÀ¡k¡¸·a, ¿abdavibh¡ga,
consists of nine rules. When dividing the sounds, A.R takes
the view of Yaska as well as P¡¸ini. He says -

"N¡m¡khy¡t°pasarga´´al nip¡taÆ n¡lut¡n padaÆ.

P¡¸in¢yamatatti´kal n¡m¡khy¡ta´´al ra¸·u t¡n.

upasarganip¡ta´´al n¡ma´´alilakapp®¶uÆ."
10

The definition given to Avyaya is "Vibhakty¡dau
bh®dameny® nilkkunna padamavyayaÆ''

11
. The pr¡tipadika is

defined as "N¡map®r pr¡tipadikaÆ"
12

. According to P¡¸ini,
padas are of a two fold nature, namely, Subanta and Ti´anta
(n¡ma and ¡khy¡ta). Upasarga and Nip¡ta belong to the group
of Subanta (n¡man). A word with Vibhakti at the end is called
N¡mapada and a word with Lak¡ra at the end is called
¡khy¡ta. N¡maprak¤ti is known as Pr¡tipadika and
¡khy¡taprak¤ti is called Dh¡tu. pra, par¡, etc. are called
Upasarga and ca, vai, tu, hi are Nip¡ta.

In Sandhiprakara¸a A.R has treated the Svarasandhi,
Vyaµjanasandhi and Visargasandhi and they are given in the
order of Siddh¡ntakaumud¢. Only the sandh¢s coming at the
end of a word are dealt with here. The author describes the
sandh¢s in a threefold manner as Pad¡ntasandhi,
Padamadhyasandhi and Ubhayasandhi

13
. Here the author deals

with the sandhi rules in a simple method. For example the
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idea of the rule "Ik°ya¸aci"
14

 is given in the following manner-
"svarattil mun vik¡rikku madhyamaÆ muray¡y varuÆ"

15
. Eg.

sudh¢+arcyaÅ= sudh y arcyaÅ= sudhyarcyaÅ. For the clarity
of the ideas of the statement A.R does not resort to Paribh¡À¡
rules. This prakara¸a consists of 39 rules.

PariniÀ¶h¡k¡¸·a gives the prakriy¡s of Subantas and
Ti´antas. This prakara¸a consists of 415 rules and sub divided
in to N¡m¡dhik¡raÆ, Li´gaprakara¸aÆ, Vibhaktiprakara¸aÆ,
Dh¡tvadhik¡raÆ, ¡khy¡taprakara¸aÆ, Padavyavasth¡, etc.  In
N¡m¡dhik¡ra A.R deals with the change of n¡man or
pr¡tipadika based on gender and case. The str¢pratyayas are
given in the Li´gaprakara¸a. The pratyayas are given as ¡,
¢, etc. and not as ¡p, ´¢p etc. The Vibhaktipratyayas su, au,
jas, etc are given in Vibhaktiprakara¸a. In Dh¡tvadhik¡ra  the
two kinds of kriya ie:  siddha and s¡dhya are given. Then
the meaning of lak¡ras are dealt with. In ¡khy¡taprakara¸a
the two kinds of prak¤t¢s (dh¡tu) kevala and mi¿ra are given.
After words Kartariprayoga, Karma¸iprayoga and Bh¡veprayoga
are explained with examples.

Niruktak¡¸·a deals with the etymology of words. It
consists of 96 rules. The K¤tprakara¸a and Taddhitaprakara¸a
are included in this k¡¸·a. The K¤tprakara¸a  is again divided
in to K¡rakak¤t and K¤tik¤t. After words   the Taddhitapratyayas
are dealt with. The definition of Taddhita is given as
"N¡mattilninnu n¡ma´´al janippikkunnu taddhitaÆ"

16
 After

discussing the ¡div¤ddhi, aic¡gamaÆ, the saµjµ¡s like bhaÆ,
v¤ddhaÆ the Taddhitapratyayas are dealt with.
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The ¡k¡´kÀ¡k¡¸·a deals with the relation between the
fully formed words and the various sam¡sas. It consists of
133 rules. Vibhaktyarthaprakara¸aÆ, Lak¡r¡rthaprakara¸aÆ,
Sam¡saprakara¸aÆ, Sam¡s¡nta and P£rvapadak¡rya are the
five sub sections of this k¡¸·a. The definition of k¡raka is
given as ''Kriyakku n¡matt°¶ulla bandhaÆ k¡rakasaµjµitaÆ.''

17

Then the K¡rakavibhaktis and Upapadavibhaktas are given.
Finally the Sam¡sas are explained.

After the four k¡¸·as A.R gives a group of five appendices
called Pari¿iÀ¶a. Dh¡tup¡¶ha, Padavyavasth¡, Avyayasa´grahaÆ,
Ga¸ap¡¶haÆ and sattvavi¿®À°d¡hara¸apa¶¶ik¡ come under this
section.

Special features of Ma¸id¢pik¡

In  Ma¸id¢pik¡ P¡¸ini's s£tr¡s are not taken directly, but
A.R gives his own s£tras in Malayalam. The Itsaµjµ¡ and
Praty¡h¡ra are not accepted. As there is no Itsaµjµ¡ the
pratyayas such as jas etc. are merely given as 'as' etc. The
'¿at¤' and '¿¡nac' are given as 'at' and '¡n'. The Pratyaya '¸vul'
is not given but only its ¡d®¿a "aka" is accepted. These kinds
of changes can be noted in other places also. As there are
no Praty¡h¡ras there comes change in s£tras. Instead of the
s£tra Ik°ya¸aci the s£tra in Ma¸id¢pik¡ is "Svarattil mun
vik¡rikku madhyamaÆ muray¡y varuÆ". Here Svara, Vik¡ri
and Madhyama stands for ac, ik and ya¸ respectively. In the
place of P£rvar£pa, Parar£pa etc. A.R gives the dropping of
the former or succeeding letter. For example har®+ava
=hare'va. Here the dropping of the letter ''a'' is equal to
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P£rvar£pa. Again the dropping of a letter is merely taken as
a matter of pronunciation. So even though it is not pronounced
it is present there. For example the word hare+ Iha- haray
+Iha=hara Iha  the 'y' is there though it is not pronounced.
This is the condition in the SaÆy°g¡ntalopa etc also. So in
the above given example there is no 'gu¸a' after the dropping
of 'y'. As a result the s£tra "P£rvatr¡siddha"

18
 is not accepted

in this text. Again the V¡rtikas are combined with the s£tras.
For example in the place of the s£tra "RaÀ¡bhy¡Æ n°¸aÅ
sam¡napade"

19
 and the V¡rtika "¤var¸¡nnasya ¸atvaÆ

v¡cyaÆ" as combined as "¤Àar®pha´´alkku pinnil n¡vu ¸¡v¡y
camaµµi¶uÆ"

20
. So also the divisions like naµ, na, m¡´, m¡

etc. are not taken.

Conclusion

In Ma¸id¢pik¡ there are only 702 s£tr¡s and a general
idea of Sanskrit grammar can be got from it. This work was
completed in 1909. A.R shows great respect to P¡¸ini and
his Vy¡kara¸a.  A.R Raja Raja Varma has dispensed with the
rules based on the sequence of the rules of AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢.
However he has achieved in an easier way, the purpose served
by them. The technical device of "Praty¡h¡ra" by means of
"Its" is completely avoided in the Ma¸id¢pik¡. The keen
intellect of A.R Raja Raja Varma could discern the single
syllabled and meaningless terms of P¡¸ini and remove or
replace them by significant terms coined by him based on
P¡¸ini or accepted by earlier grammarians. In short, A.R
Rajaraja Varma is a traditional grammarian who is not fettered
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by tradition and competent enough to absorb and assimilate
in to the traditional grammar, the reasonings and results
furnished by modern linguists.
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Messengers before and after
N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a in Sanskrit

Literature

Dr. Pushpalatha E. D.

Sufficiently  earlier to N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a  there were  many
literary works coming under the section of D£ta literature.  In
the Ma¸iparav¡la period, 13

th
 century A.D. itself, we come

across a type of a K¡vya known as Sande¿app¡¶¶u.
1
 Perhaps

a wage form of Sande¿ak¡vya.

""=Œhh…ŒSS…Ø˚i…‰ ¥…  x…x®…‰±……‰Ø˚, ∫…xn‰̆∂…{{……]¬ı]÷ıh]ıi…÷ E‰ÚŒ±EÚx]fiık…®…¬*
(Malay¡laÆ)

1

Dear U¸¸iccirutevi! there is a messenger poem  regarding
with you.  Before and after N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a  there were many
literary works with the sending of messenger.

Nature and types of D£ta

A D£ta or messenger is a media through which a message
is conveyed.  The message conveyed by a person may be
transmitted to the party concerned is known as Sande¿a.
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""∫…xn‰̆∂…& ¥…… S…EÚ… ¶…x…™…¶…‰n˘&*''
i… n˘n∆˘ ¥…S…x…∆ •…⁄Ω“˛i™…‰π… ∫…xn‰˘∂… =S™…i…‰**''2

Bh¡vaprak¡¿a of á¡rad¡tanaya terms the sande¿a as the
one conveyed connected with a subject.

"∫…xn‰̆∂…& ∫™……i…¬ ∫¥…¥……i……« ¶…|…‰π…h…∆  ¥…π…™……xi…Æ‰̇ '3

In ancient  literature we come across different types of
messengers.  They conveyed the message in different situations
and fulfilled the aim of the person who send the message.
There were different types of messengers to convey the
messages in different situations.  Some were personal which
depends up to a single person's interest, while  other messages
were depended by a mass or a whole nation.  D£tyaÆ is the
quality is owned by the D£ta.  N¡¶akacandrik¡ defines the
word D£tyaÆ thus"

""n⁄˘i™…xi…÷ ∫…Ω˛EÚ… Æ˙i¥…∆ n÷˘P…«]‰ı EÚ…™…«¥…∫i…÷ x…''4

Different kinds of messengers in literature

There are different kinds of messengers in  literature.
From the period of Vedic literature also we can see different
kinds of messengers in various works sent to discharge
different tasks. The character of a messenger is said in
S¡hityadarpa¸am.

5

""=k…®……& {…“`ˆ®…n˘…«t…& ®…v™……Ë  ¥…]ı ¥…n⁄̆π…EÚ…Ë*
i…l…… ∂…EÚ…Æ˙S…‰]ı…t… +v…®……& {… Æ˙EÚ“Ãi…i……&**
 x…∫…fiπ]ı…l……Í  ®…i……l…«∂S… i…l…… ∫…xn‰̆∂……Ω˛…Æ˙EÚ&*
EÚ…™…«|…‰π™……Œ∫j…v…… n⁄̆i……‰ n⁄̆i™…∂S…… {… i…l…… ¥…v……&**''5
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""=¶…™……‰¶……«¥…®…÷z…“™… ∫¥…™…∆ ¥…n˘ i… S……‰k…Æ˙®…¬*
∫…÷Œ∂±…π]∆ı E÷ÚØ˚i…‰ EÚ…™…»  x…∫…fiπ]ı…l…«∫i…÷ ∫… ∫®…fii…&**
 ®…i……l…«¶……π…“ EÚ…™…«∫™…  ∫… r˘EÚ…Æ˙“  ®…i……l…«EÚ&
™……¥…n¬˘¶…… π…i…∫…∆n‰˘∂…Ω˛…Æ˙& ∫…xn‰˘∂…Ω˛…Æ˙EÚ&**''7

The above said messenger (48,49) conveys the message
of a person who loves him, and meant for individual need.
But in Artha¿¡stra it is said that a messenger is one who has
understood the deliberations of the council.  One who has the
ability of a minister is called Nis¤À¶¡rtha i.e. to whom the
management of an affair is entrusted. One whose ability is
less by a quarter is called Parimit¡rtha  i.e. an agent entrusted
with a specific mission.  One who has only a half of the ability
is called ¿¡sanahara i.e. one who conveys the royal writs.

""+v…«M…÷h…Ω˛“x…& ∂……∫…x…Ω˛Æ˙&''8

We can see different kinds of messengers such as Man,
animals, birds, bees and even inanimate things are appointed
as messengers.

D£ta in Vedas

Pa¸is sent a dog by name Sarama to convey the message,
in Îgveda, which is the oldest record of world literature.

9
 A

sage named áv¡va¿va, the son of Arcanas appointed the night
as a messenger to discharge the duty of delivering his love
message to his beloved, the daughter of Rathav¢thi.

10
  The

holy fire is depicted as a bearer of Mantras and offerings of
the priests to the gods in heaven.

11
  In the Îgveda B¤haspati

is identified with Agni and this identification comes true  since
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B¤haspati is the priest - Purohita of Gods and Agni is also
said to be a priest.

D£ta in Pur¡¸as

Dev¡s and Asur¡s fought for Am¤ta. Here Indra goes to
fetch Am¤ta  for gods.  Here Indra was a divine messenger.

12

In Bh¡gavata there is a mention about the messenger.  The
cowherd damsels are made to despatch messengers like
Cakrav¡ki, Candra, Malay¡nila, Kokila and HaÆsa etc.

13

D£ta in Ithih¡sas

In our Itih¡sa, R¡m¡ya¸a, R¡ma sends M¡ruti as a
messenger to S¢ta.

14
   In the greatest epic Mah¡bh¡rata there

occurs an episode narrated by the sage B¤hada¿va to
YudhiÀ¶hira, where a swan assumes the role of a messenger
between Nala and Damayanti.

15

Kaca was a messenger of the Gods going to fetch the
Saµj¢vani from the Asura --- preceptor.

16
 P¡¸·avas decide to

send K¤À¸a as an ambassador to the Kaurava to discuss about
their heir-ship.  Before that in Udyogaparva itself Dh¤tar¡À¶ra
sends Saµjaya to P¡¸·avas to avoid a war between Kauravas
and P¡¸·avas.

17

D£ta in Poems and Stories

In the Boudha J¡takas there is a story in which a crow
is made a messenger by a man in danger, to his beloved.

18

Hukan of Ch¢na who translated the Buddhist work
Prajna¿¡stram£la¶¢ka of N¡g¡rjuna into Chinese at one place
to mention a lady requesting a cloud to carry a message to
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her husband.
19

  In Gha¶akarparak¡vya, one comes across a love
message sent by a woman to her lover.  It was against the
background that K¡lid¡sa blazed a new trail with his inimitable
message poem where he employed a cloud as his messenger.
There is a narration in R¡m¡ya¸aprabandha of  N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a
about a messenger, A´gada who was working under R¡ma
and  was sent to R¡va¸a to convey the message.

""EÚ∫i¥…∆ ¥……x…Æ˙ Æ˙…®…Æ˙…V…¶…¥…x…‰ ±…‰J……l…«∫…∆¥……Ω˛EÚ&''20

In N¡r¡ya¸¢ya the 5
th
 ¿loka of 86

th
 chapter tells the

messengership of K¤À¸a in Hastinapura.

""™…÷r˘…‰t…‰M…‰ l… ®…xj…‰  ®…±… i… ∫… i… ¥…fii…& °Ú±M…÷x…‰ i¥…®…‰EÚ&
EÚ…ËÆ˙¥™…‰ n˘k…∫…Ëx™…& EÚ Æ˙{…÷Æ˙®…M…®……‰ n⁄˘i™…EfiÚi{……hb˜¥……l…«®…¬*
¶…“π®…p˘…‰h…… n˘®……x™…‰ i…¥… J…±…÷ ¥…S…x…‰  v…CEfiÚi…‰ EÚ…ËÆ˙¥…‰h…
¥™……¥…fih¥…x…¬  ¥…∑…∞¸{…∆ ®…÷ x…∫…n˘ ∫… {…÷Æ˙” ¶……‰I… ™…i¥……M…i……‰ ¶…⁄&**''21

D£ta in Dramas

In the Drama, D£tav¡kyaÆ of Bh¡sa, k¤À¸a was
appointed as a messenger to make peace with Duryodhana.
In another drama of Bh¡sa, D£tagha¶olkacam  K¤À¸a sends
Gha¶otkaca as a messenger to convey his message to
Dh¤tar¡À¶ra.

""ΩË˛ b˜®§……‰ Œ∫®… P…]ı…‰iEÚS……‰ ™…n÷˘{…i…‰¥……«C™…∆
M…fiΩ˛“i¥……M…i……‰ p˘π]ı¥™……‰ j… ®…™…… M…÷Ø˚&**''22

Duta in the Mah¡bh¡rata

In the 5
th
 parva of Mah¡bh¡rata, i.e. Udyogaparva the

discussions in the royal assembly of Vir¡¶a turns to a decision
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that the P¡¸·avas should get back their ancestral kingdom.
Immediately after the exile of one year disguising their identity
preceded by twelve years of forest life, YudhiÀ¶hira and his
brothers were worried very much about their heir-ship.  K¤À¸a
started the discussion and Drupada decided to send a
messenger to Hastinapura.

Nature and Scope of D£ta in Mah¡bh¡rata

That messenger should be a virtuous, holy, of good
parentage and wile-less.  A capable ambassador who will be
able to persuade the Kauravas in the surrendering half of
YudhiÀ¶hira's kingdom.

23
  The messenger should be able to

know the intentions of others and to tell them the news of
own master.

24

He should convey the message before the authorities,
politicians, who adhere to virtue, who are heroes among men,
who knows the meaning of the Vedas, and signs of the times,
and the aged men assembled together.

25
  The message should

be not in the provoking manner under all situations.
26

  The
sande¿ahara should speak with due reference to the king and
assume a conciliatory tone.  He should address Duryodhana
in a conciliatory tone, desiring to avoid war diplomatic and
clever.

27
  He should be wise man and knows how to address

Duryodhana, the king Dh¤tar¡À¶ra and the great warrior
Dro¸a.

28
 He is to be cultured, understanding, come of a

respectable family and aged both in years and in learning.
29

He should speak words of virtue to the king and should
certainly gain the hearts of the soldiers.  He should greet and
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ask whether everything is well and should enquire about the
health  of the officials and non-officials.  A well behaved one
is always respected and accepted by every one.  So he can
make a miracle in the world. In the subject of study there
are three messengers viz. Purohita, Saµjaya and K¤À¸a.
Vi¿van¡thakavir¡ja gives a description to the Sande¿ahara
thus:- The one, message conveyed without applying one's own
propriety and not adding anything more directed to be
conveyed. Sahityadarpa¸a says-

""™……¥…i¶…… π…i…∫…xn‰˘∂…Ω˛…Æ˙& ∫…xn‰˘∂…Ω˛…Æ˙EÚ&''30

In literary compositions followed by such concepts in
Veda, Pur¡¸a, Ithih¡sa, etc. qualities to discharge as a
messenger or attributed to the messengers.  Here we note an
important aspect in this regard.  The messenger that the poets
had made really inherit the qualities to discharge the duties
intended.

Here the messengers possess matured human qualities or
supernatural powers and qualities which have been discussed.
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Sat¢: The Virtuous One

Dr. Priya Jose K.

The practice of burning the widow with the corpse of
the husband is believed to be an ancient Indo- Germanic
custom which is based on the belief that the life after death
is a reflection of this life. Hence the deceased must be provided
with all that had been dear to him, or all that is necessary
for his comfort in the next world. This was a custom widely
practised by the Scandinavians, Greeks, ancient Egyptians and
the Chinese. In China betrothals were considered to be as
binding as marriage itself and there are many instances of
suicide on the death of the fiance. The practice of self-
immolation of widows is not a custom peculiar to medieval
Indian society. Its origins can be traced to ancient Greeks,
Germans, Slavs and other races but "was generally confined
to the princes and nobles" writes PandurangVamanKane in the
History of Dharmasastras.

1

It can be assumed that this practice arose in India a few
centuries before Christ as there is no Vedic passage referring
to it. Of the Dharma S£tras only ViÀ¸u Dharma S£tra (AD
100-300) contains a reference which asks the widow to observe
celibacy or ascend the funeral pyre.

2
 Altekar notes that the
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sm¤ti writers of the tenth and eleventh century do not hold
sat¢ "as ideal for the widow. They allow it only as a second
alternative and regard ascetic life as preferable to it."

3
  He

also records that though Medhathiti, Manu's commentator
admits that though sat¢ has been mentioned by Angirasm¤ti
"it has no authoritative value" while Vir¡¶a prohibits the
custom. Devanabhatta, a twelfth century writer from South
India "maintains that the sat¢ custom is only a very inferior
variety of Dharma and is not to be recommended at all."

4
 Poet

B¡¸a (AD 625) also offers "most vehement, determined and
rational opposition to this inhuman custom."

5
 Though the

Mah¡bh¡rata mentions several widows, only M¡dri is seen
immolating herself with Pa¸du, her husband. It is absent even
in the R¡m¡ya¸a. Scholars feel that this was sanctioned in
later days as its popularity could not be suppressed.  It is hence
concluded that the practice was confined to royal families and
that it was rare. Alberuni records that if a wife loses her
husband by death, she cannot marry again. She has to choose
between two things, either to remain a widow as long as she
lives or to burn herself; and the latter is preferred, because
as a widow she is ill treated as long as she lives. As regards
the wives of the Kings, they are burnt, "whether they wish
it or not, by which they desire to prevent any of them by
chance committing something unworthy of the illustrious
husband." An exception is made only for women of advanced
years and for those who have children; for the son is the
responsible protector of his mother.

6

Altekar comments that: "The Padmapur¡¸a extols the
custom to the sky, but expressly prohibits it to Br¡hma¸a
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women. It declares that any person, who will be guilty of
helping a Br¡hma¸a widow to the funeral pyre, will be guilty
of the dreadful and unatonable sin of the murder of a
Brahma¸a (brahmahatya)."

7
 Kane notes that it was earlier

forbidden to br¡hma¸a widows. But these texts were later
explained as sat¢ being forbidden to br¡hma¸a widows on a
pyre different from that of her husband. She can only burn
herself along with him. The burning of br¡hma¸a widows
began later.

8

The burning of a widow on the death of her husband is
called sahamara¸a or sahagamana or anv¡roha¸a when she
ascends the funeral pyre of her husband and is burnt along
with his corpse, but anumara¸a occurs when, after her husband
is cremated elsewhere and she learns of his death, the widow
resolves upon death and is burnt along with the husband's ashes
or his sandals or even without any of his mementoes.We find
instances of both sahamara¸a and anumara¸a in the
Kath¡sarits¡gara. Chan·amah¡sena's wife Queen Ang¡ravat¢
burns herself with her dead husband.

9
  Examples of anumara¸a

are Upako¿¡, a br¡hma¸a lady who "committed her body to
flames" on hearing about her husband's death and another
queen who followed the same path.

10

This sentiment goes a bit further in the Kath¡sarits¡gara
which recounts an instance of a woman dying with the thief
whom she fell in love with at first sight. Love works in
mysterious ways. Getting married is not necessary for burning
oneself along with your lover. A case in point is that of the
merchant's daughter who fell in love with an impaled thief
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and who entered fire along with his body.
11

 A similar instance
also occurs in another story where a merchant's daughter
having selected the thief about to be impaled to fall in love
with at first sight goes to the burning ground and ascends his
funeral pyre even without marrying him.

12
 What is interesting

is that she is extolled as virtuous.

The Sanskrit word sat¢ is a feminine noun meaning "good,
devout and true." Several inducements were offered to a sat¢
which would definitely appeal to her like a promise of swarga
for as many number of hairs in a human head, that is, thirty
five million years. In addition, such an act would purify her
natal family as well as her husband's family from all guilt
or sin. Finally a memorial stone would be erected and her
spirit venerated. Penzer suggests that "it was perhaps the
extension of a royal custom, mentioned in the Epics, which
gradually made the rule general, until later law and practice
recommended sat¢ for all."

13

Kane quotes several epigraphic references to the practice
of sat¢. The earliest record belongs to the Erran posthumous
stone pillar inscriptions of Gopar¡ja of AD 510 which records
that his wife accompanied him on a funeral pyre when he was
killed in battle. The Nepal Inscription of AD 705 mentions
the sat¢ of R¡jyavat¢, widow of Dharmadeva. He also mentions
the Belaturu inscription of ¿aka 979 during the time of
R¡jendradeva Cola where a "¿£dra woman Dekabbe, on
hearing of her husband's death, burnt herself in spite of the
strong opposition of her parents who then erected a stone
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monument for her."
14

 Altekar feels that the great prevalence
of sat¢ in the valley of Kashmir is "probably due to its
proximity to Central Asia, which was the home of the
Scythians, among whom the custom was quite common.

15

Book 7 of the R¡jatara´gi¸¢ gives a moving account of the
queen S£ryamat¢, the patron of Somadeva, becoming a sat¢.
Her actions are described in minute detail.

"She stood up, and as a Sat¢ herself taking the stick,
performed the office of doorkeeper for her husband while she
had him adorned for the last (rites)." She first ordered a
hundred mounted soldiers to watch there over her grandson;
then sent forth her husband placed on a litter. After having
thus passed one night and half-a- day, the queen paid her
reverence to áiva and proceeded outside seated in a litter.
When the people saw this sight they raised lamentations which
"mixed with the vibrating sounds of the funeral music." The
hearse of the king was carried by princes. As the day was
sinking the queen reached the burning-ground. The queen then
asked for water from the Vitast¡ because "those who die with
Vitast¡ water in their body, obtain for certain final deliverance,
just like those who proclaim sacred learning." When she had
drunk the water brought to her, and had sprinkled it over parts
of her body, she cursed those evil doers who had destroyed
the affection between parents and son. She the Sat¢, then took
an oath in proper form, "pledging (her happiness in a) future
life." Having "thus attested the purity of her moral character,
she leaped with a bright smile from the litter into the flaming
fire."

16
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In a patrilocal community a woman's life is totally bound
to her husband. Thus widows found life to be so difficult that
most of them preferred to burn themselves along with their
dead husbands and become sat¢. Instances of br¡hma¸a wives
entering fire are frequent.

17
  Even a woman coming back from

an amorous tryst with her lover became sat¢ on seeing her
husband dead, though her attendants try to dissuade her from
such an action.

18
 This story in the Kath¡sarits¡gara, proves

the wide prevalence of the custom. In this way the listeners
were taught the desirability of such a course of action. This
is one method by which patriarchy was creeping into the
consciousness of women and indoctrinating them about the
necessity of putting an end to their own life because there
is no life for a wife after her husband's death. In one of the
stories, the wife even waits patiently for an impaled man to
die so as to ascend funeral pyre with him.

19
 This custom is

not confined to br¡hma¸¡s, kÀatriyas and merchants alone.
Women belonging to all walks of life practise it. We come
across a female slave ascending the pyre when her husband,
a hired slave dies. As a result of which she is born in a royal
family.

20
 This is an incentive for women belonging to the lower

social classes that a better position is assured in the next birth
if such a course is undertaken.

Entering fire is a test to prove one's innocence and it is
also a means of purifying guilt. Padm¡vat¢ is willing to enter
fire to prove V¡savadatt¡'s innocence and we find a king and
queen entering fire to purify the guilt of killing their son.

21

There are other circumstances when death by fire is chosen.
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A merchant having lost his wealth decides to ascend a funeral
pyre.

22
 A vanquished king goes to the forest and his wives

contemplate suicide by entering fire. But Narav¡hanadatta
bestows upon them dwelling places and gifts and treats them
as sisters thereby making it unnecessary for them to follow
that path.

23
 This makes us doubt whether economic and social

uncertainty was the reason which prompted a woman to take
up self-destruction as a desirable course upon her husband's
death. When her husband was imprisoned a queen and her
daughter prepare to enter fire and they worship fire before
entering it.

24
 Mothers entering fire along with their dead

children are also seen frequently. V¢ravara's wife enters fire
with the dead bodies of two children and so does another
mother along with her two dead children.

25
 Even parents

prepare to enter fire on absence of son's news.
26

Manu does not advocate sat¢. From the accounts in the
Kath¡sarits¡gara we can surmise that though widows who
burnt themselves were extolled, it was by no means
compulsory. But the status of widows was very low. She was
dependent on her sons or in their absence on her husband's
near relatives. The Kath¡sarits¡gara has many instances of
relatives turning against the widow and children after her
husband's death. Life was so hard that many preferred the
noble path of sat¢.

It was customary for loyal servants to burn themselves
along with their dead masters. A commander-in-chief entered
fire along with the dead king.

27
 In another instance two of
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the wives and many followers jump into fire with the dead
king.

28
 A courtesan also ascended a funeral pyre with her

patron, the king.
29

 Book 7 of R¡jatara´gi¸i records that on
King Kala¿a's death, Mammanik¡ and six other wedded
queens, as well as a concubine called Jayamat¢, followed
him.

30
 Ga´g¡dhara, Ùakkibuddha and the litter-carrier Da¸·aka

along with the female servants Udda, Nonik¡ and Valg¡
followed Queen S£ryamat¢ in death when she became sat¢ .

31

Sahaj¡, a dancing girl who became the concubine of UtkarÀa
entered the funeral pyre with him. Kalha¸a is all praise for
her. Some other ladies of the seraglio also become sat¢.

32
 In

Book 7 we see that when the king killed Malla, his wife and
her sister along with his mother immolate themselves in a fire
kindled in their residence and his daughters-in-law also burn
themselves.

33

All these evidences do not mean that it was compulsory
for a widow to ascend the funeral pyre along with her dead
husband. A br¡hma¸a woman who wanted to become sat¢ on
the death of her husband was not permitted by her relations
as she was pregnant.

34
 But the decision was left to the

individual. We find a br¡hma¸a's wife entering fire with her
dead husband though her son was small. In most cases widows
preferred to follow their dead husbands because of the social
prestige involved in it. But R¡jatara´gi¸i also mentions the
widow queens Sugandh¡ and Didd¡ acting as regents on behalf
of their minor sons.

35

We can conclude that sat¢ was a practice by which the
patriarchal society made sure that woman would not break
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away from the norms created by them and that she would
sacrifice her life willingly by the promise of eternal swarga
or glory which would be accorded to her once she follows
her dead husband.
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A Discourse between áa´kara
and C¡rv¡ka

Dr. Jinitha K. S.

áa´kara, the great exponent of the Advaitadar¿ana spread
the philosophy of unity and fraternity.  He travelled all over
India and established his ideologies through discourses and
debates. He attained a number of disciples in his tradition and
some of them wrote travelogues of victory of their great master
over the learned masters of opponent dar¿anas and dharmas.
Ënandagiri was such a disciple of áa´kara.  He is the author
of áa´karavijaya which reveals the life history of áa´kara.
It also explains various territories, rituals and rites of then
existing prominent religions, faiths and philosophies.

Ënandagiri depicts the open debates of áa´kara with the
opponents from other schools. He highlighted the arguments
of áa´kara which refuted his opponents' views and re-
established the supremacy of Non-dualistic Ved¡nta. All these
aspects are crystal clear from the different prakara¸as of
áa´karavijaya.  Ënandagiri portrays various sects of religions
of ancient India. He depicts the travel of áa´kara with his
numerous disciples starting from the Madhy¡rjuna land
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converting by his speeches all other Brahmins to advaitamata.
Then áa´kara goes to Rame¿vara. There arrive several enemies
of advaita, wearing different signs of Mahe¿a. They were
áaivas, Raudras, Ugras, Bha¶¶as, Ja´gamas and P¡¿upatas.
With clear arguments and evidences áa´kara makes them the
followers of advaitamata.  He also makes the áivamataikade¿ins
and VaiÀ¸avas into the devotees of Advaita. He establishes
with obvious evidences and reasons, the problems inherent in
the philosophies of different sects like; Paµcar¡tr¡gamav¡dins,
Vaikh¡nasamatav¡dins, Karmah¢navaiÀ¸avas, Haira¸yagarbha-
v¡dins, Agniv¡dins, Sauras, devotees of Mah¡ga¸apati,
Haridr¡ga¸apati, UcchiÀ¶maga¸apati, Navan¢tasvar¸aga¸apati,
áakti, Mah¡lakÀm¢, V¡gdevat¡, K¡m¡kÀ¢, K¡p¡likas, C¡rv¡kas,
Saugatas, Jainas, Bauddhas, Mallaris, Vi¿vaksenas,
Manmathav¡dins, Kuberav¡dins, Indrav¡dins, Yamas,
á£nyav¡dins, Lokamatav¡dins, S¡mkhyas, Yogav¡dins,
C¡ndras, R¡huv¡dins, KÀapa¸akas, etc. áa´karavijaya de-
scribes in detail various aspects of advaita's opponent sects.
Among its prakaranas, 25

th
 chapter explains the arguments of

the C¡rv¡kas.

C¡rv¡kamatanirvaha¸a

25
th 

prakara¸a of áa´karavijaya is known as
C¡rv¡kamatanirvaha¸a.  This chapter covers a conversation
of a C¡rv¡ka with áa´kara. From their dialogues, the
philosophy of the C¡rv¡kas as observed by the non-dualists
is revealed.

The episode begins as:
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A C¡rv¡ka, who happened to see the great master
áa´kara, along with numerous disciples gets astonished and
thinks, "the stupid fellows, they don't know the real truth, they
are murmuring on false ideas. If I stay with them I also will
be a fool.  There is a sanny¡si who seems the leader of this
crowd.  If he is intelligent I can stay for some time, otherwise
I will run out of here".

1

Then he entered into the sabh¡ and asked áa´kara "he
Swamin, I will explore to you the true knowledge. I will
explain you the truth. Please listen."

With these words he started to explain the C¡rv¡ka
perspectives on epistemology, metaphysics, ethics etc.  They
don't accept the concept of rebirth, but they believe that death
is the salvation.  There is neither heaven nor hell, Earth is
the only truth.

No Re-birth

 {…i…fi®……i…fiEÚ…Æ˙h…∫™… EÚ…™…«∞¸{…∂…Æ˙“Æ˙∫™…‰Œxp˘™…|……h…V…“¥……i®…EÚ∫™… ±…™… B¥…

®……‰I…:, ®…xn˘®…i…™…∫i…∫™… {…÷x…Æ˙…M…®…x…‰ V…±{…Œxi… "¶…∫®…“¶…⁄i…∫™… n‰˘Ω˛∫™… {…÷x…Æ˙…M…®…x…∆

E÷Úi…&'?

All the body is formed from our father and mother. They
are the reasons for the origination of body. This body includes
sense organs, life etc. If the organs and Jiva are lost, the body
will be lifeless and this state is known as MokÀa. You fools
say this body will take birth again. This will become ashes
and how can these ashes take birth again?
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When the river entered into ocean the river became ocean.
The river water does not return from the ocean.

2
  In the same

way the lost body cannot come back.

Death is the Salvation

C¡rv¡ka again explains: Death is the Salvation.
3
  For the

pleasure of dead, these brainless persons are performing rituals,
like ¿r¡ddha.  E‰Ú S…x®…xn˘ v…™…&  EÚ±… ®…fii……x……∆ ∏……r∆˘ EÚ®…« E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… i…n˘z…‰x…
®…fii……x……∆ i…fiŒ{i…Æ˙∫i…“ i… i… u˘¥…‰EÚ&  EÚ®…÷ ¥…HÚ¥™…&.  They declare, by the
food offering in ¿r¡ddhas their dead forefathers will be happy.
This is utter foolishness."

No heaven or hell

Then he accuses the advaitins, "You also believe in
heaven and hell and believe that the highly developed souls,
who lead an extremely righteous life, meditate with whole
hearted devotion and practice the various spiritual disciplines,
attain liberation.  Some return to earth for re-birth.  Those
who perform actions forbidden by religion and ethics assume
hell.  After death such human bodies dwell in hell and after
expiating their evil actions they are reborn on earth as human
beings."

Earth is the only truth, no hereafter

C¡rv¡ka then avers, "These arguments are not true. There
are no external worlds other than this earth. Svarga and Naraka
always exist on our earth.  When one experiences happiness
and pleasure, he is in Svarga or heaven. When one goes
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through severe difficulties, painful experiences, agonies, he is
in Naraka or hell.

4
  So this world is heaven and hell, and

no other extra worlds exist. Heaven and hell can be seen
directly with our sense organs.

When the creatures become dead their organs are also
dead and with these dead organs how can they go to paraloka?
You may say that J¢va is going to paraloka, but J¢va is
shapeless, without shape, without a svar£pa how can J¢va
travel to paraloka? So there are so many false and fake
statements in your religion. There are no such stupid
statements in our religion and hence our religion is the best."

Thus C¡rv¡ka explains his doctrines and claims that his
way of living, i.e., C¡rv¡ka's way of living is the best.

5

áa´kara's answers to C¡rv¡ka's arguments

After hearing all these arguments áa´kara replied to him,
"He C¡rv¡ka, your opinion is unworthy as against vedas.

6
  This

J¢va is quite different from body and organs; it is also called
the param¡tman. It is also called the unmoving witness existing
within the conscience of all beings.  It is well known that
the reflection of the param¡tman within the conscience is
called the j¢va.

The intention of all the Vedas is that when pure
conscience cuts its relation from the observable body, then the
illusion of the j¢v¡tma also ceases and the salvation called
mokÀa is attained.   Your argument that death is the salvation
is not sound; without knowledge one cannot attain salvation.
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It is also evident from the Vedas; 'jµ¡n¡gnidagdhakarm¡¸o
y¡nti brahma san¡tanam'.

The External body or sth£la¿ar¢ra may be burned into ashes
but the s£kÀma¿ar¢ra goes to paraloka.  For that J¢va which goes
to the other world, his son should perform the rituals like
obituary or ¿r¡ddhas.  By those rituals it will be free from the
state of preta and will attain pu¸yaloka. The puranas also state
that by offering pi¸·as in Gaya the forefathers will be free of
evils.

7
  So the pi¸·ad¡na is a necessary ritual.

You said J¢va is without svar£pa and hence it cannot
travel. That is not true. Li´ga¿ar¢ra is the svar£pa of J¢va.
Like a flying bird J¢va travels from one world to the other.
Hence, you C¡rv¡ka, the fool, evil doer, go fast from here."

When áa´kara said these words C¡rv¡ka realized the
importance of advaitamata and he threw away his religion,
thought, and became a follower of áa´kara.

Thus the C¡rv¡kamatanirvaha¸aprakara¸a reveals the
basic concepts of C¡rv¡kas as understood by the Advaitins.
It is also evident that C¡rv¡kamata has been an established
religion of that time.

Conclusion

áa´kara was born in A. D. 8
th
 century in the village of

Kalady.  After completing his study on Vedas, he renounced
the world at an early age. He travelled all over India, preaching
the divinity of the soul and the oneness of existence.
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Anandagiri, the great disciple of áa´kara wrote áa´karavijaya
which is a detailed description of áa´kara's travel all over
India. The stories of conflicts of áa´kara with various sects
of religions of ancient India are explained in that text.  Some
say that the original text of Ënandagiri is lost, and the extant
text pertains to a later Ënandanandagiri.

The 25
th 

prakara¸a is known as C¡rv¡kamatanirvaha¸a.
A debate was going on in this chapter.  According to C¡rv¡kas,
perception or pratyaksa is the only valid means of knowledge.
They denied all other pram¡¸as.  They rejected even the
existence of anum¡na or inference. There is no other world.
Death alone is liberation.  There is no heaven, no hell, no
final liberation, nor any soul in another world.  They believe
in the pleasure of the senses in this life.  Eat, drink and be
merry is the motto of them.  If the body is reduced to ashes
there is no chance of coming back.  So live happily in this
world.  Enjoy worldly pleasures.

The ceremonies for the dead are meaningless. These basic
philosophies of C¡rv¡kas are revealed in the discourse in
C¡rv¡kamatanirvaha¸a.

Notes

1.  EÚ®…‰i…VV…M…x®…⁄J…«V…x……GÚ…xi…∆  ¥… S…j… ®…¥… V……i…∆  EÚ®…Y… n‰˘Ω‰˛Œxp˘™……i…“i…&, ∂…⁄x™……i®…¥…… n˘x…&

+∫…xi…∫i…‰π……∆ ®…÷Ci™…¶……¥……n‰˘¥… ±……‰E‰Ú  EÚ±…  ¥…EÚ±…… <¥… §…Ω˛¥……‰ V……i…… ®…⁄f¯i…Æ˙…& i…‰π……∆

∫…Ω˛¥……∫…‰x… §…÷ r˘®…i……®…∫®……EÚ®… {… n÷˘π]ı®… i…Æ˙…™……i…“ i… §…Ω÷˛v……  ¥…S……™…« +l…Ë¥…∆ i…n˘p˘h…“
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The Aesthetic Relish and
Spirituality in the Rasa Experience

Dr. Lima Antony

The history of Indian poetics and aesthetics can be traced
back to the age of Vedas and UpaniÀads. Even before
developing as a discipline,  the literary aesthetic expressions
are found in the epics, the R¡m¡ya¸a and the Mah¡bh¡rata.
N¡tya¿¡stra of Bharata is the seminal text which led to the
development of the theory of rasa which is the core of Indian
aesthetic experience. Alank¡ra¿¡stra, the theory of literary
criticism in Sanskrit as a whole, treats not only phonetics,
grammar, and semantics but also the rhetorical devices of
stylistic diction and the aesthetic value of literature.

Traditionally the whole subject matter of Sanskrit poetics
has been divided into ten k¡vy¡´gas (constituents) of poetry.
The nature of poetics is described as k¡vya-svar£pa (nature
of poetry), ¿abda¿akti (the significance of a word), dhvani-
k¡vya (suggestive poetry), gun¢bh£ta-vyangya-k¡vya, a piece
of poetry where suggested sense is secondary to primary sense,
rasa (poetic relish), gu¸a (excellence in poetic expression), r¢ti
(style of poetry), alank¡ra (figurative beauty of poetry), doÀa
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(blemishes in poetic expression) and n¡tya-vidh¡na (drama-
turgy) (Choudhary 6).

The principles and doctrines of poetics went on
developing through discussions among the ¡c¡ryas from
Bharata onwards for centuries till the time of Mamma¶a when
they got established into ten forms. These are listed in
k¡vyaprak¡¿a by Mamma¶a.  The notable result of all this was
that the whole of the philosophy of poetics and aesthetics was
categorized into five schools namely, rasa-school, alank¡ra-
school, r¢ti-school, dhvani-school, and vakrokti-school.  Apart
from these, the aucitya-school is considered as the sixth one,
though not accepted as such by all.  Among the above, r¢ti
and vakrokti were founded by V¡mana, and Kuntaka
respectively, and rasa by Bharata, alank¡ra by Bh¡maha, and
dhvani by Ënandavardhana (Choudhary 8).

The Dhvany¡loka written by Ënandavardhana is an
important  work in the history of Indian poetics. Locana of
Abhinavagupta is a commentary on Dhvany¡loka.
Abhinavagupta is called the great devotee of the Supreme Self
or wiva. Ënandavardhana in his work claimed that the main
goal of good poetry is the evocation of a mood or "flavour"
(rasa) and this process can be explained only by recognizing
a semantic power beyond denotation and metaphor, namely,
the power of suggestion or dhvani. Thus along with rasa,
dhvani also became a prominent school of poetics.

The theory of rasa is the essence of Sanskrit aesthetics
and literary criticism.  There are references to rasa in the
Vedas, in V¡lm¢ki, and in the UpaniÀads. The term rasa was
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first employed in the context of drama and was later extended
to poetry.  It was from Bharata onwards that the term signified
aesthetic pleasure or thrill that the audience experienced while
witnessing the enactment of a drama.  It also signifies the
pleasure that poetry accorded to readers or listeners.  Rasa
experience is seen differently by many aestheticians.

Bharata's N¡tya¿¡stra contains the famous  statement
about the origin of rasa, "vibh¡v¡nubh¡va-
vyabhic¡risamyog¡drasanispattih." Rasa comes from a com-
bination or commingling of vibh¡vas (causes), anubh¡vas
(effects) and vyabhic¡ris (accessories). (NS I 105). The
spectator who is watching any performance is excluded from
all other distractions and is self-absorbed.

Bhattalollata observes that sth¡y¢bh¡va (stable emotion)
when intensified by poetic description becomes rasa. He
observes that rasa primarily resides in the original characters
and leaves out the poet and the audience in his analysis of
the process of rasa-experience.  áankuka includes spectators
in aesthetic experience. According to him, during a
performance the audience gets so involved that it is forgotten
that what is represented on stage is only an imitation.
According to Bhattatauta, the aesthetic experience of the hero,
the poet, and the aesthetician is essentially the same.  He says
that aesthetic experience arises from poetry only when the
aesthete directly visualizes it through the mind's eye.
Mamma¶a, an aesthetician of the eleventh century, in his work
K¡vyaprak¡¿a, deals with all the topics of poetics except
dramaturgy.  According to Ënandavardhana, the poet was a
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seer or RiÀi.  He extended the theory of rasa to the poet or
the creator.  According to him, rasa, the aesthetic state of
consciousness, belongs to the poet alone, and it is only his
"generalized consciousness."  Ënandavardhana, though accept-
ing dhvani to be the soul of poetry, declared rasa as the best
variety of dhvani as compared to its other varieties.

Bhattan¡yaka and Abhinavagupta imposed on rasa a
system of theology and philosophy.  From their time onwards,
rasa became a subjective entity directly experienced by the
spectator, the reader, or the critic.  These two aestheticians
hold the view that rasa experience is not a mere pleasure but
an abiding bliss where the spectator's own self becomes one
with the absolute soul, Param¡tm¡. Abhinavagupta was a
philosopher and poet and his explanation of rasa is based upon
Kashmir áaivism.  He used technical terms like samvid and
par¡mar¿a from áaiva philosophy in his analysis of the theory
of rasa.  Apart from that, he linked rasa to the theory of dhvani
propounded by Ënandavardhana. Abhinavagupta, following
Ënandavardhana, argues that rasa, being the experience of
emotions, cannot be communicated by the method of direct
statement.  Hence, there is a need for a function exclusively
operative in poetry, and he calls it vyanjan¡.  Rasa is never
expressed and it is always suggested.  So rasa is conveyed
through the vyanjan¡ and is always vya´gya.

The impact of Abhinavagupta on the interpretations of
Bharata's rasas£tra was so powerful that everyone fell in line
with him.  It is interesting to note that according to Bharata,
aesthetic enjoyment or rasa is produced by determinants called
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(vibh¡va), which according to Gnoli, can be translated as,
"cognition" (vijµ¡na) (Introduction xvii).  In aesthetics, the
purpose of art is to give pleasure.  This pleasure is equivalent
to brahm¡nanda.  The essence of art is beauty that merges
with the object and reaches the stage of ecstasy of the subject.
However, we cannot see the existence of beauty apart from
the object and the subject.  We can say that an object is
beautiful, but where beauty lies is a subtle issue related to
mysticism and the experience of Brahman.  Only the
enlightened soul (¡tman) gets the experience of pure beauty.
Purpose of art is to create that beauty.

In India, aesthetic enjoyment has always been in harmony
with religious experience.  The sensuous aspect of beauty leads
to an experience of the Absolute, or in other words, the finite
beauty leads to the transcendental beauty or the sublime.     In
ancient India, the experience of beauty was inseparable from
religious experience. As M. Sivakumara Swamy says, "beauty
(v¡mam) was a value which was sought along with two other
values, viz., Truth (Satyam) and Good (Bhadram) (8).  In Indian
aesthetics, sensuous beauty never produced any conflict
because beauty was rarely separate from other values, as in the
familiar expression, "Satyam, áivam, Sundaram," (Singh 60).

The poets of the Îg Vedic hymns, the oldest compositions
in any Indo-European language, looked with wonder at the
immensity and mystery of the universe and saw it as full of
forms (r£pa) and energy.

The aesthetic relish attained through ras¡sv¡dana comes
close to the experience of the Ultimate Reality.  In the Maitr¢
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UpaniÀad there is a passage which elucidates the meaning of
the Ultimate Reality as rasa. The Ultimate Reality is described
as the "lord of all pleasures and delight" (V. 2. 1).  It is as
relishable as rasa.  The UpaniÀadic teaching that the Ultimate
Reality is essentially ¡nandam is expressed by the concept of
rasa.  The experience of bliss is always associated with rasa.
For on getting the essence (rasa) one becomes blissful.

Though Bharata is credited with having originated the rasa
theory, it was Abhinavagupta who developed it into a
systematic poetic principle.  His works in the field of aesthetics
are two, namely, Abhinavabh¡rati, which is a commentary on
the N¡tya¿¡stra, and the Dhvany¡loka Locana, a commentary
on Ënandavardhana's Dhvany¡loka.  According to Susheel
Kumar De, "although Abhinavagupta contented himself with
the writing of commentaries in the field of Sanskrit Poetics,
his works have almost the value of independent treatises for
their profound erudition and critical acumen" (1: 42-43).

Abhinavagupta was a mystic, and the tradition as recorded
by his followers and commentators tells us that he had realized
the Absolute. He discusses both in Locana and in
Abhinavabh¡rati the nature of rasa and the manner how the
sah¤daya gets over the obstacles to attain the experience.  This
realization is considered alaukika or transcendental.  It is
ineffable and cannot be expressed in words.  It is a peculiar
kind of cognition similar to, but not identical with, yogic
knowledge and realization.  Mulk Raj Ënand defines the nature
of rasa and the Absolute thus: "it permeates the differentiated
universe of m¡ya (appearance) and we can feel it in the veins
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of existence, we cannot know it, materially, through the senses
. . . the same is true of rasa" (396).

As in Ved¡nta, it is only when human beings overcome
selfishness and realize the highest truth that they will be in rapt
ecstasy wherever they turn, for they see the glory of being
everywhere (Hiriyanna 163). According to Pandey, for
Abhinavagupta mystical experience was nothing but the "real-
ization of the Self, free from all impurities, which constitutes
the individuality of the individual self.  This implies the identity
of the individual and the universal in essential nature" (1: 93).

The aesthetic delight that is the result of rasa experience
is termed camatk¡ra by Ënandavardhana (Masson 1:18).  In
áaiva philosophy the term has a deeper meaning signifying
a perfect self-consciousness that is the "consciousness of Self,
free from all limitations" (Pandey 1: 107).  Abhinavagupta
used this term in the philosophical sense signifying
"consciousness" as part of aesthetic experience.  He holds the
view that the self shines and this luminosity, which is pure
consciousness, gives bliss.  In the observation made by
Vijayavardhana, "the experience of rasa is transcendental
(lokottara) in nature, and it has its essence or soul, camatk¡ra-
-- a peculiar state of wonder taking the form of a dilation of
the mind." (93).  De explains "camatk¡ra as consisting of an
expansion of the mind and as synonymous with vismaya.  In
this connection, Vi¿van¡tha quotes with approval an opinion
of his ancestor N¡r¡yana who put a premium on the sentiment
of the marvellous (adbhuta rasa) and maintained that it was
essential in all Rasas" (2: 263).
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In aesthetic experience, all that is externally manifested
is essentially "blissful" (¡nandamay¡), but in actual experience,
the worldly objects are either painful or pleasant. According
to Pandey, in Abhinavagupta we can find an explanation for
this problem in aesthetic enjoyment:

External objects are painful or pleasant, when they are
related to the individuality of the perceiving subject, when they
are viewed objectively and purposively, when the relation
between the subject and the object is utilitarian.  But when
the utilitarian relation is substituted by the aesthetical, when
the object is viewed without any objective purpose, when the
perceiving subject is free from all elements of individuality,
when object is reflected on deindividualized self, it is not
experienced as either pleasant or painful, but simply produces
a stir in the universalised self of the recipient, brings about
the predominance of the ¡nanda aspect of the self.

According to Pandey, "before the time of Abhinavagupta,
á¡nta Rasa was a point of great controversy among the authors"
(219-220).  Dhananjaya and Abhinavagupta, who were
contemporaries, had differing views on ¿¡ntarasa.  The former
admits only eight rasas and refutes the view that ¿¡nta is the
ninth rasa that could be presented on the stage.  The latter takes
particular pain to establish it as an independent and basic rasa
and holds the number of rasas to be nine.  According to him,
¿¡nta admits its presentation on the stage (Pandey 221).

The concept of ¿¡ntarasa developed by Abhinavagupta has
an important component of bhakti or devotion.   This aesthetic
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state is similar to the experience of ¿¡nta rasa as discussed
by Abhinavagupta.  He sees the sth¡yibhava of ¿¡ntarasa as
nirveda.  It is a state of mind of detachment to the finite world.
This attitude can lead one to the knowledge of truth and to
mokca.  In the words of Abhinavagupta,

Knowledge of any object other than the Self is the
knowledge of worldly objects.  For anything that is
different from the Self is nothing but non-self....  The
¡tman alone possessed of such pure qualities as
knowledge, bliss, etc., and devoid of enjoyment of
imagined sense-objects is the sth¡yibh¡va of ¿¡nta. (Devy,
Indian Literary Criticism 66)

Abhinavagupta speaks about the bliss of ¿¡ntarasa in the
following words:

Just as the white string, whereon gems of different kinds
are loosely and thinly strung, shines in and through them,
so does the pure Self through the basic mental states such
as Rati and Uts¡ha, which affect it.  The aesthetic
experience of ¿¡nta, consists in the experience of the Self
as free from the entire set of painful experiences, which
are due to the external expectations, and, therefore, is a
blissful state of identity with the Universal.  It is the
experience of Self in one of the stages on the way to
perfect Self-realisation.  Such a state of Self when
presented either on the stage or in poetry and, therefore,
universalized, is responsible for the arousal of a mental
condition which brings the transcendental bliss (Pandey
1: 249-50).
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á¡ntarasa leads to self-realisation as well as self-
liberation. According to Deshpande, "á¡nta Rasa is to be
known as that which arises from desire to secure liberation
of the Self, which leads to the knowledge of Truth is connected
with the property of higher bliss.  Various feelings because
of their particular respective causes arise from á¡nta and when
these causes disappear they melt back into á¡nta."(99)

According to Abhinavagupta, rasa is created in sahridaya
and the bliss experienced in rasa enjoyment is of a
transcendental nature.  "Though the individual self is none
other than the omnipotent God, so long as there is no
recognition of this, there is no bliss.  The poet's function also
is said to be of the same category" (Krishnamoorthy,
Dhvany¡loka and Its Critics 224).

The aesthetic relish attained through literature culminating
in rasa has various dimensions as observed by different literary
critics down the ages. Indian aestheticians have studied it
closely and have come to various conclusions.  But the nature
of enjoyment and the levels in which it can transport the reader
still remains mysterious entities which can be explored in the
light of emerging evidence from neuro and cognitive sciences.
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Ved¡nta Dar¿ana in the
Ëpastamba Dharmas£tra

Aswin P. M.

Since the Br¡hma¸a texts on Vedic Yajµas are large in
number, and extremely cryptic and abstruse, the Kalpa S£tras
were composed in different branches. What that can be found
in the Kalpa S£tras, are clear and concise descriptions of
Br¡hma¸as. The emergence of Kalpa S£tras were necessiated
by the hard to understand nature of the Br¡hma¸a texts. "The
Kalpa S£tras are important in the history of Vedic literature
for more than one reason. They not only mark a new period
of literature and a new purpose in the literary and religious
life of India, but they contributed to the gradual extinction
of the numerous Br¡hma¸as, which, therefore, are known to
us only by name"

6
. However, the Kalpa S£tras have some

fundamental differences with the Br¡hma¸as. While the
Br¡hma¸as emphasize only the Vedic rituals, the Kalpa S£tras
shed light on the social environment and local customs of the
people of that time. Every Veda has its own set of Kalpa
S£tras, but most of them have been lost in the turbulent rush
of time.



The Kalpa S£tras are classified into four categories viz.,
árauta, G¤hya, áulba and Dharmas£tras. Dharma S£tras a r e
Dharma illuminating S£tras. They consist of rules regarding
duties of man towards not only another human being, but also
to the whole humanity as well as all living, nonliving,
movable, and immovable entities. Gautama Dharmas£tra,
Ëpastamba Dharmas£tra, Baudhayana Dharmas£tra,
Hira¸yake¿i Dharmas£tra, VasiÀtha Dharmas£tra, ViÀ¸u
Dharmas£tra, Vaikh¡nasa Dharmas£tra are the dharmas£tras
now accessible.

Ëpastamba Dharmas£tra was orginated in south India
around 450-350 BCE. Compared to the other Dharmas£tras,
the greatest feature of the Apastamba Dharmas£tra is the
spiritual thoughts contained therein. The fourteen S£tras in the
twenty-second Kha¸dik¡ of the eighth Pa¶alam of the first
Pra¿na of this Dharmas£tra reflect Ved¡nta principles. This
Ka¸dika itself is considered as a Adhy¡tma Pa¶alam. Ëdi
áankar¡c¡rya has also written a commentary on this. This
Kha¸dik¡ that begins with the introduction that one should
perform spiritual s¡dhana (concentrated, methodical and
disciplined efforts) in order to renounce momentary sensual
pleasures, describes the following subjects such as the Glory
of Self-Knowledge, Self-Control, cognitive and comprehen-
sible form of the Highest Reality, The Subtle and the Physical
Body, The Ultimate Relief of Sufferings, the capability to
realise the Unity in Diversity, The Reality Behind the
Existence of the Universe, Emotions and thoughts  that deter
us from realizing Supreme Truth, The virtues that lead one
to the Ultimate Salvation.

1
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Ëpastamba exhorts everyone: there is no greater gain than
self-knowledge. Self-knowledge is that special gain which
leads from a realm of transience to the truth of eternity, from
ignorance of darkness to the radiance of enlightenment and
from death to the immortality. Ëpastamba, who advised on
the ways to achieve and enjoy family security, food,party
affiliation, national welfare and world relations, did not
hesitate to give his valuable suggestions for leading man to
the ultimate happiness. People who do not get satisfied with
a little happiness are yearning for more and more happiness.
This desire for pleasure is the cause of both the progress and
downfall of man. The Vedas teach us to attain the bliss that
is an infinite seamless bliss. The Dharmas£tra too, which
follow the path of Vedas try to lead one to eternal bliss which
annihilates sorrow. In the Adhy¡tma Pa¶ala, Ëpastamba tries
to clarify the ways and means required to reach the goal.

The soul dwells in all of the living beings in this universe.
That, on the other hand, lies in the cave of the intellect and
is sinless. It is free from wrinkles of skins, greying of hair
and all the other aging effects as well as all evils. Therefore,
it is immortal. Whoever realizes that Soul dwelling in the
immovable at the same time restless body of Pr¡¸a (Soul),
he becomes immortal."

2 
This is how Ëpastamba describes the

path of MokÀa by describing the Param¡tmasvar£pa (cognitive
and comprehensible form or a descriptive outline of the
Ultimate Truth). Ëpastamba emphasizes that the real aim of
life is the eternal bliss of MokÀa. It is the comfortable and
the blissful state behind a stressful life. MokÀa is the solution
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to all problems and the ultimate Stop, where all the troubles
and sufferings come to an end. All worldly pleasures are
transient in comparison with Eternal Bliss. Therefore, it means
that one should be as careful as possible not to give up before
one attains the state of infinite happiness by indulging in petty
pleasures.

"In this realm of materialism, the learned person
renounces everything that is subject to the sensual influences
and keeps on striving to realize the Soul sleeping in the cave
of the intellect."

3
 Only a few out of the thousands of people

in the world are moving in the path towards the realization
of the Supreme Consciousness. Even among them, only a few
of the wisemen who lead a life of Ai¿varyaÆ (Spiritual
prosperity) will reach the ultimate goal. But even if one dies
while seeking Para Brahma (The ultimate Truth or Brahma),
it will not be in vain as that journey can be continued even
in the next life. Therefore, Ëpastamba urges that one should
live with the desire to attain MokÀa, which happens to be the
cardinal PuruÀ¡rtha, in this very birth.

"That Param¡tma is Omniscient. HE is more subtle than
the bisatantu (Lotus-Fibre) in the lotus vein, but HE has
pervaded the entire universe, its every nook and corner. HE
has absorbed the whole universe into Himself. That Param¡tm¡
is different from the senses-acquired Jµ¡na in this Sams¡ra
(material universe). HE divides the whole Sams¡ra into
different forms. The body is derived from that Param¡tm¡.
HE is therefore the Origin and the Root Cause of creation.
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Therefore HE is eternal, HE is dispassionate and unaffected."
4

This is how Ëpastamba critiques the cause of creation.

MokÀa is the supreme in the PuruÀ¡rthas, that is, Dharma,
Artha, K¡ma and MokÀa. When one fulfills the needs of life
based on Dharma, one realizes that the purpose of life is
nothing but MokÀa. Then the selfish feelings of exploitation,
deceit, adultery, etc. will have no place in life. Life with the
ultimate goal of MokÀa is essential for the well-being and
orderly progress of the universe. In order to clarify this
principle, Ëpastamba has included in his text the spiritual
thought that was not found in the other Dharmas£tras.
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